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Epidemiography designates a class of games played on directed graphs. At step k 
of the game, the move made on a digraph G is replicated onto f(k) isomorphic 
copies of G. The player first unable to move is the loser; his opponent the winner. 
We show that if G is finite and acyclic, then the game terminates for every function 
f:z+ -+zo, and we construct classes of digraphs and functionsffor which the first 
(second) player can win. Many epidemiography games are robust: the outcome 
depends only on the “foliage” of G, and the winner can play randomly during much 
of the time. Play is very long even iffgrows only linearly. Bounds on the length of 
play are provided. c’ 1988 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We are interested in the following two-player perfect information game 
without chance moves, called Dancing Mania. Letf: Z+ + Z” be a function 
from the natural numbers into the nonnegative integers. Let G = Gr be a 
digraph with a unique labeled vertex u,. Player I begins by removing the 
label from u,, labeling in G, a vertex u2 dominated by ui, and adjoining 
f( 1) isomorphic copies of G, , in each of which u2 is the unique labeled ver- 
tex. The players alternate turns. At step k, a player selects a labeled vertex 
ui in any of the existing copies of G, removes the label from ui, labels some 
I Supported in part by Canadian Research Grants NSERC 69-0695 and A-9232 during 
visits at the Universities of Calgary and Montreal, respectively, in the summer of 1986. 
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ui+l dominated by ujr and adjoinsf(k) isomorphic copies of G in each of 
which ui+ , is the unique labeled vertex. The player first unable to move 
loses and his opponent wins, since he manages to kill the epidemic. 
Examples and several results for the casef(k) = k were given in [6]. Our 
purpose here is to generalize and deepen these results in several directions. 
In Section 2 we prove that if G is a finite connected directed acyclic 
graph, then Dancing Mania terminates for every function f: Z+ -+ Z”. In 
Section 3 we construct a large class of acyclic digraphs and prove that 
player I (II) can win in Dancing Mania on this class if f(k) is any parity 
preserving (reversing) function. A sort of “complementary” construction is 
taken up in Section 4, where we give another large class of digraphs and 
prove that player II (I) can win on this class if f(k) is parity preserving 
(reversing), where f: Z+ -+ Z+. These results imply all the main results 
of [6]. 
In contrast to most other nontrivial combinatorial games, those of 
Sections 3 and 4 have the remarkable property of being robust in two direc- 
tions: (i) The outcome depends only on the local structure of G near its 
leaves (the foliage of G). (ii) The winning strategy may be restricted to the 
foliage of the game graph; at other positions the winner can play randomly. 
(The positions of a game constitute the vertex set of the corresponding 
game graph, which is a directed graph; there is a directed edge (u, u) if and 
only if there is a move from position u to position u.) 
In Section 5 we estimate the length of play of Nimaniu, which is Dancing 
Mania played on a simple directed path. Specifically, bounds on the 
maximum number M and minimum number m of moves are given. For 
f(k) = k and G a simple directed path of length n, M is bounded below by 
an Ackerman function in n, and m grows like a doubly exponential 
function in n. 
In Section 6 we make some additional remarks on robustness of 
strategies and its apparent dependence on the parity of J: We close by 
sketching some directions for further investigations in this area. 
This research originated in a broader context of study of long games 
(especially the Hercules-Hydra game) and the improvability of com- 
binatorial statements; see [ 1 l-131 and a survey article [ 143. 
2. THERE EXISTS A REMEDY FOR COMA 
If the digraph G is infinite or contains cycles, Dancing Mania may rage 
on and on without end, in which case the game’s outcome is declared 
a draw. We show, however, that if G is an epidemiograph, then the game 
terminates and one of the two players has a winning strategy. The 
term epidemiograph, coined by Joel Spencer, designates a connected finite 
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directed acyclic graph. Dancing Mania played on an epidemiograph is 
known as Common Mania, or Coma for short. 
When we want to emphasize the dependence of Coma on the functionf, 
we write Coma(f) (or Nimania(f)) in the sequel. 
THEOREM 1. For every function f: Z+ -+ Z”, Coma(f) is a finite game, 
and one qf the two players has a winning strategy. 
The proof is based on a lexicographic ordering of all Coma-positions, 
and is the same as the proof of Theorem 1 in [6], except that k is replaced 
byf(k). I 
We remark that f(k) may be an arbitrarily fast-growing function of k. 
In the next two sections we consider the case wheref(k) is either parity 
preserving, that is, f(k) = k (mod 2), or parity reversing, that is, f(k) = k + 1 
(mod 2). Examples of such functions are f,(k) = 2g(k) + k and f,(k) = 
2g(k) + k + 1, respectively, where g is an arbitrary function from Z+ to 2’. 
3. THE CASE OF ANCESTORS WHICH ARE NOT FATHERS 
We begin with a few definitions and some notation. Let G = (I’, E) be an 
epidemiograph. A leaf of G is a vertex of G with out-degree 0. A vertex 
which is not a leaf will be called a nonleaf: If (u, v) E E we say that u is a 
,follower of u; also that u dominates u, or u is joined to v. An ancestor is a 
vertex u of G for which there exists a path of length 2 to a leaf, that is, 
(u, v), (v, w) E E for some u, us E P’, w  a leaf. 
Denote by Gk (k > 1) the collection of epidemiographs { f, } existing just 
prior to step k of playing the game, where each Ti is isomorphic to G = G, 
and has a unique labeled vertex called head. Thus G, is the k th position of 
a play of the game. Note that at the beginning of playing the game, G has a 
unique head. 
A moue from position Gi to position G,, i (the ith move or ith step) of 
the game is the transformation Gi --* G,, , performed by one of the players 
(the first if and only if i is odd). This move is carried out by one of the 
players selecting a head U, removing the label from U, labeling some v 
dominated by U, and adjoiningf(i) isomorphic copies of G in each of which 
u is the only labeled vertex. We then also speak of the move u to v (U -+ v). 
Incidentally, if u is a leaf, we do not adjoin any copies of G, since no move 
from v is possible anyway. 
A head u is called a join, if u is joined to a leaf of G. A head which is 
neither a join nor a leaf is called a nonjoin. 
Denote by ji the number of joins of G,. 
rn2n.49 1-Y 
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THEOREM 2. Let G be an epidemiograph such that no ancestor of G is 
joined to a leaf; let u be the unique head of G. Let f: Z + + Z’. If f is parity 
preserving and u is not a leaf, then player I can win in Coma(f) on G while 
in a state of semicoma, that is, by playing randomly except for positions G, 
in which all heads are ancestors, joins, or leaves, where he preserves an even 
number of joins at the end of his move. If f is parity reversing and u is not a 
join, then player II can win by playing arbitrarily except for positions G, of 
the above form, for which he preserves an even number of joins. 
Proof Assume first that f is parity preserving. It should be clear that if 
player I can implement the indicated strategy, he will win: by Theorem 1 
there exists an index m such that Gj contains only joins and leaves for all 
i3 m; the preservation of an even number of joins in these endgame 
positions clearly leads to a win. It thus suffices to show that player I can 
indeed enforce this strategy. 
If G, = G is a position of the above type, then player I can implement the 
strategy unless the unique head u is a leaf: if u is a join then player I moves 
it to a leaf, and if u is an ancestor he moves it to a join, producing an even 
number j, = 1 + f( 1) of joins. 
We may thus assume n > 1, letting G, be a position all of whose heads 
are ancestors, joins, or leaves, but such that G,-, is not of this form. Then 
G, 1 contains a unique head v which is neither an ancestor nor a join nor 
a leaf. This head v is moved in step n - 1 to an ancestor: it could not have 
been moved to a join or to a leaf, otherwise v would have been an ancestor 
or a join, respectively. 
We now consider two cases. 
(i) n odd. If j, is odd, player I moves a join to a leaf. If j, is even, 
player I moves an ancestor arbitrarily: if it was moved to a join, then 
j,, , = j, + 1 + f(n) is even, otherwise jn+ 2 = j, is even. 
(ii) n even. At step n - 1 player I moved v, forming at least two 
ancestor heads. Therefore at the end of move n, performed by player II, 
there remains at least one ancestor head. This fact enables player I to 
resort, at step n + 1, to the same strategy he adopted at step n in case (i): if 
j, + , is odd he moves a join to a leaf; if j,, 1 is even, player I moves an 
ancestor arbitrarily, resulting in an even number jn+* of joins. 
We may thus assume inductively that j,, is even (2k > n), for those 
positions G,, for which the heads of G,, are restricted to ancestors, joins, 
and leaves. Consider now the move of player II at step 2k. If he moves a 
join, then j,, + i = j,, - 1 (whether the move was to a leaf or not-note that 
he cannot move a join to a join). Then player I moves a join to a leaf, 
resulting in an even number j,,, 2 = j,, - 2 of joins. Now suppose that 
player II moves an ancestor. He cannot move an ancestor to a leaf. If he 
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moves an ancestor to a join, then j Zk + , = jlk + 1 + f(2k) is odd, so again 
player I can respond by moving a join to a leaf. If he moves an ancestor to 
a vertex which is neither an ancestor nor a join, then GZk+ i is not of the 
specified type, and player I can play randomly (though he could preserve 
an even number of joins throughout the play). Finally, if player II moves 
an ancestor to an ancestor, then player I moves an ancestor arbitrarily. As 
we saw above, this preserves the even parity of j,,,,. Thus player I can 
indeed win. 
Secondly, suppose that f is parity reversing. The idea now is to reverse 
the names of the players. Then f is parity preserving with respect to the 
renamed players. More formally, the transformation 
k’=k- 1, f’(k)=f(k’)=f(k-1) (ka2) 
shows that if player I (II) is renamed player II’ (I’), then f’ is parity preser- 
ving for players I’ and II’. By the first part of the theorem, player I’ can 
win (except for the case when player I can already win in k = 1 moves, that 
is, when the original head is a join). # 
COROLLARY 1. Suppose that G = (V, E) is an epidemiograph without 
“triangles,” that is, 
x, y, z E v, (x, y), (v, 2) E E= f-x, ~14 E, 
and if z is a leaf then x is not joined to a leaf: Then the conclusion of 
Theorem 2 holds. 
Proof: This follows immediately from Theorem 2, since no “triangle” 
means that no ancestor is joined to a leaf. 1 
Corollary 1 implies Corollary 1 of [6], as the latter is the special case 
when G is a simple path and f(k) = k. Moreover, the present discussion 
provides a simple and more explicit winning strategy than that implied by 
C61. 
4. ANCESTORS WHICH MAY BE FATHERS 
We need the following additional definitions. Let G be an 
epidemiograph. A bud is a vertex u of G such that for some follower u of u, 
the only followers of u are leaves. Note that u itself may be a leaf. A vertex 
u of G is a father if u is a nonleaf, all of whose followers are leaves. A vertex 
which is neither a father nor a leaf, is called a nonfather. A labeled father is 
called a cooer. A labeled nonfather head is called a noncooer. 
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It is useful to prove the following complementary result to Theorem 3 
below. 
LEMMA 1. Let u be the unique head of the epidemiograph G. Let 
f:z+-*zO, and suppose that f( 1) is odd. Then in the game Coma(f) on G, 
player I can win in a single move or in precisely 2 + f (1) moves, if and only if 
u is a bud. 
Proof: Suppose u is a bud. Then there is a follower u of u such that all 
followers of v are leaves. 
Now player I can win by moving to U: if v is a leaf, then player I won in 
a single move, otherwise in 1 + f( 1) additional moves. 
Conversely, if player I can win in one move, then the head u is clearly a 
bud joined to a leaf. So assume that player I can win in precisely 1 +f( 1) 
moves after having made his first move u + u, no matter what moves 
player II makes. Since after the first move there are 1 +f( 1) heads v, u is 
necessarily a father, so u is a bud. 1 
We now show that if player I cannot win in one or 2 + f( 1) moves and if 
G has a certain foliage structure, then player II can win when f is parity 
preserving. 
Let c, denote the number of covers in G;. 
THEOREM 3. Let G be an epidemiograph such that every ancestor is 
either joined to a leaf or to a nonfather. Suppose that the unique head of G is 
neither a bud nor a leaf: if f: Z + + Z + is parity preserving, then player II 
can win in Coma(f) on G by playing random1.y except for positions Q in 
which the only noncovers are precisely two joins, where he has to leave at 
least two noncovers at the end of his move, if possible; or leave 0 noncovers 
and an even number of covers at the end of his first or second move after Q. 
Proof: If player II can produce an even number of covers at a stage 
when all heads are covers, he can clearly win. Since the unique head of G is 
not a bud, it is not a join. Since f(k) > 0 for all k, Theorem 1 implies that a 
position G, in which the only noncovers are precisely two joins, say u and 
v, must indeed be encountered. We again consider two cases. 
6) n even. If either u or v is joined to a nonfather, move there, 
creating 1 + f(n) new noncovers. Otherwise, u and v are each joined to 
both fathers and leaves. If c, is odd, player II moves a cover to a leaf. This 
results in a position covered in case (ii) below. If c, is even, player II moves 
u to a father, creating an odd number c, + , = c, + f (n) + 1 of covers. In 
move n + 1, player I has only three possibilities: 
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(a) Moving a couer. Then player II moves u to a leaf, preserving 
an even number c, + 3 = c, + z = c, + , - 1 of covers, thus winning. 
(b) Moving u to a leaf: Then player II moves a cover and wins. 
(c) Moving v to a father, preserving an odd number c,+* = c, +, + 
f(n + 1) + 1 of couers. Then player II moves a cover, winning. 
(ii) n odd. Player I has again three possibilities: 
(a) Moving u to a teaf or to a father. If v is joined to a nonfather, 
player II moves there, creating 1 + f(n + 1) noncovers. (Since f(n + 1) > 0, 
this move creates at least three noncovers.) Otherwise, u is joined to both 
fathers and leaves. If c,,+ , is even, player II moves u to a leaf, winning. If 
c,,+ , is odd, player II moves u to a father, generating an even number 
C ,,+2= c n+,+f(n+l)+l ofcovers. 
(b) Moving u to LI nonfather. Then player II can move arbitrarily. 
(c) Moving a couer. Then we are back in case (i). 1 
Using a method similar to that used in the second part of the proof of 
Theorem 2, we get the following companion result of Theorem 3. 
THEOREM 4. Let G be an epidemiogruph such that every ancestor is 
joined either to a leaf or to a nonfather. If f: Z+ -+ Zi is parity reversing, 
then plaver I can win in Coma(f) on G by adopting the strategy of 
Theorem 3. 1 
Remark. In the proof of Theorem 3 we made use of f(k) > 0. The 
following example shows that this is indeed a necessary condition. Suppose 
G is given by the digraph depicted in Fig. 1, with the head 4. Let f(k) = 0 
for k even; f(k) = 1 for k odd. Then the hypotheses of Theorem 3 are 
satisfied, except that f is nonnegative instead of positive. It is easy to verify 
that player I can in fact win. 
d 
4 
3 
2 
1 
0 
FIG. 1. The positivity of/in Theorems 3 and 4 is necessary. 
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The positivity off is also needed for Theorem 4. This can be seen by 
considering Fig. 1 with the head 3 where now f(k) = 1 for k even, f(k) = 0 
for k odd. In this case player II can win. 
In [6] a first investigation of the variation Sweeping Epidemy of Dancing 
Mania was carried out. We show below that Theorem 3 gives a complete 
solution for this seemingly more complicated game, 
Let p be a fixed positive integer. Given a digraph G, Sweeping Epidemy 
is played as Dancing Mania, except that the vertex v labeled in step k is not 
restricted to be dominated by the selected head U; instead it can be any 
vertex lying on a directed path emanating from u and removed from u by 
up to p edges. Sweeping Epidemy played on an epidemiograph will be 
called Sweep-Coma, or p-Coma for short. 
COROLLARY 2. Let p 3 2 be an integer, G = ( V, E) any epidemiograph. fl 
f:z++z + is parity preserving, then player‘ II can win in p-Coma(f) on G 
if and only if the unique nonleaf head u has distance at least p + 2 from a 
1eaJ 
Proof: Define the digraph GP = (V, E u E’), where (x, z) E E’ if and 
only if x=y,, yl, . . . . y, =z is a directed path in G (that is, (y,, yj+ ,)EE 
for ie [0, k - 11) of length k < p. Then p-Coma on G is clearly equivalent 
to Coma on GP. 
Now a vertex u in GP is clearly an ancestor in GP if and only if in G there 
is a directed path of length d satisfying 2 d d< 2p from u to a leaf. 
Moreover, in GP every ancestor is joined to a leaf or to another ancestor. 
Indeed, an ancestor in G becomes an ancestor joined to a leaf in GP; if u is 
any other ancestor in GP, then there is a follower v of u in G which is also 
an ancestor in GP, and u is joined to v also in GP. A vertex u is clearly a 
bud in GP if and only if it has in G a distance d satisfying 1 < d d p + 1 
from a leaf. 
Thus by Theorem 3, player I can win in Coma on GP, that is, in p-Coma 
on G, if and only if the nonleaf head u has distance at most p + 1 from a 
leaf. m 
The special case of this result where G is a simple directed path, p = 2 
and f(k)= k, was solved in [6]. 
5. ON THE LENGTH OF NIMANIA 
We now make some comments on the maximum and minimum length of 
Nimania, where by the length of a game we mean the length of a play of 
the game, that is, the number of moves of the play. We shall make use of 
the following fragment of the hierarchy of fast-growing functions. Define 
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fast-growing functions g,, g,, . . . . Z+ + Z+ which are constructed iteratively 
as follows: 
n times 
gl(n) = 2n, g,, ,(n) = g!?(n) = i?i?(n) m (m = 1, 2, . ..). 
Also define the “diagonai” function g, by g,(n) = g,,(n). Note that g, is 
known as an Ackerman function. To shorten the subsequent discussion 
concerning these fast-growing functions, we find it useful to define the 
following concept: 
Let F be a function defined on Z+. We say that F is large if F eventually 
majorizes every function g, as defined above, that is, if for every m E Z+ 
there exists n,=n,(m)~Z+ such that F(n) 3 g,(n) for every n an,. 
Since g,,(n) 2 g,(n) for n > m, we see that g,, is large. We shall study the 
length of Nimania by means of the following two functions. 
DEFINITION. Let f: Z+ -+ Z” be a fixed function. For Nimania( f) define 
functions @, and Y$: Z+ + Z+ as follows: (b/(n) is the maximum length of 
any Nimania( f) play on P,,, where P, is the simple directed path with ver- 
tices 0, 1, . . . . n, edges (k, k - 1) (1 < k < n) and head n. Similarly, YJn) is 
defined as the minimum length of the same game. If f (k) = k, then we write 
simply @ = @, and Y = Y, . 
THEOREM 5. The function @ is large. In fact, Q(n) > g,,,(n) for n > m + 2. 
Proof: Denote by @(n, m) the maximum number of moves in a game of 
Nimania on P, starting from move n. We claim that 
@h ml > g,- ,(n) (n>l,m>3). 
This is proved by induction on m for arbitrary but fixed n. A direct com- 
putation shows that by reducing always a smallest vertex, 
@(n,3)2(n+3)2”+‘-33gz(n)=n2”. 
In the induction step, let P,, , be given in the nth move of Nimania. Then 
in the (n + I)th move we have n + 1 copies of P,, say Pk, . . . . P;+ I. 
Beginning from move n + 1, consider a play of Nimania which first plays 
Pk to its end. Afttr the annihilation of Pfn, play proceeds to Pi, after its 
annihilation to Pi, etc. By induction, the annihilation of P!,, takes at least 
g,,- ,(n + 1) 3 g,,_ l(n) moves. Thus play with PL starts at move g,-,(n) 
at the earliest. Again by the induction hypothesis, the annihilation of Pi 
takes at least g, _ I (g,,-,(n)) moves, etc. This particular play thus leads to 
@(n, m + 1) 3 gcL ,(n) = g,(n), 
proving the claim. 
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Obviously, 
G(n) = @( 1, n) B n + @(n, n - 1) 2 @(n, n - 1). 
Thus by the claim, 
for n>m+2. 1 
Next we estimate the function Y(n). In contrast to Theorem 5, the 
function Y(n) fails to be a large function. It is somewhat surprising that 
one can get fairly close upper and lower bounds for Y. 
THEOREM 6. We have 
Ypz) <pm1 (n b l), 
and 
Y(n) > 22nm2 (n 2 2). 
Proof The upper and lower bounds of Y follow from the recursions 
Y(n+ l)< Y2(n) and Y(n + 1) > $Y 2(n), 
respectively. To prove these recursions, we introduce the following 
notations and results partly taken from Loebl [ 111. The weight of a head 
in Nimania is the length of the unique path from it to a leaf. It has been 
proved in [ 111 that the strategy: always move a head with maximum weight, 
results in shortest play. 
Fix n and let P, = G,, G2, . . . . G, be the play resulting from this strategy 
(where G,- , contains a single cover, and G, is a collection of leaves). Since 
G, is obtained after r - 1 moves have been played, we have Y(n) = r - 1. 
Let i = i(n) be the smallest index such that Gj has h = h(n) covers and no 
noncovers. (Then every head of Gj, j > i, is of course a cover too.) Since Gi 
is obtained after i- 1 moves have been played, we have 
Y(n)=r-l=i(n)+h(n)-1. 
Since Gi- i has a unique last ancestor head which is moved to a cover in 
move i - 1, we have h > i. Hence i < (r + 1)/2, h 3 (r + 1)/2. Given an 
epidemiograph G. Denote by G’ the epidemiograph produced by pruning 
all leaves of G. Thus P; + , = P, ; see Fig. 2. 
The above strategy of shortest play shows that if P,, 1 = G,, . . . . G, is a 
shortest play of P,, , , then Pk+ i = P, = G;, . . . . G:,,+ ,, is a shortest play of 
P,. In particular, Y(n) = i(n + 1) - 1. 
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PA = P2 
0 p4 
FIG. 2. Pruning leaves 
Note that in move i(n) of P,,, 1 we have precisely h(n) copies of 2, 
denoted by 2 . h(n) This position is transformed into 1 A(“+ ‘) (h(n + 1) copies 
of 1) at move i(n + 1) by the sequence of moves: 
2hb) i(n) , 2hln) I 
9 1 
i(n)+ I i(n)+ 1 l pl-2 , lri(n)+l)+rirn)+2) 
.,. dn+l) , l(i(n)+ll+. +li(n)+hln)) 
Thus 
h(n+ 1)= (i(n)+ l)+ (i(n)+2)+ .‘. +(i(n)+h(n)) 
= h(n) i(n) + 
o)(m) + 1) 
2 . 
Hence 
Y(n+ 1)+ 1 =i(n+ l)+h(n+ 1) 
= Y(n) + 1 + F (i(n) + (i(n) + h(n)) + 1) 
3 Y(n) + 1 + @en)+2 4 (l(n) + Y(n) + 2) 3- Y’(n) 4 +l, 
and the recursion Y(n + 1) 2 aY’(n) holds. Using Y(4) = 66, the solution 
of this recursion (for n > 4) leads to 
Y(n) > 4(9)‘“-” > 2y 
which holds, in fact, for n 2 2. 
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For the upper bound we use the above expression 
h(n) d Y(n), that is, 
for Y(n+ l)+ 1 and 
Y(n+ l)= !P(n)+y(i(n)+ !P(n)+2) 
Y(n) Y(n) + 2 
6 Y(n)+2 
( 2 
+ Y(n) + 2 
> 
Thus 
= iYu’(n) + $Y(n) d Y*(n) (nZ3). 
and this inequality is seen to hold also for n = 1,2. 1 
Consider Nimania on P,. As we have seen above, if both players prolong 
the play as much as possible, then the length of play is eventually bounded 
below by an Ackerman function (Theorem 5). If, on the other hand, both 
players play as fast as possible, then the play has double exponential 
length. It is of interest to investigate the length of play in Nimania when 
player I (the winner) tries to shorten the play as much as possible while 
there still is a head at distance 23 from a leaf, whereas player II tries to 
lengthen the play as much as possible. 
Let Q, denote the maximum number of moves in any Nimania(f) play 
when player I attempts to shorten the game as much as possible. We give 
an upper bound for Q, where Q is Q, for f(k) = k. 
THEOREM 7. Q(n) < Yf(n) < g,(2n) (n > l), wheref(k) = 2k. 
Proof. Let player I play at his turn according to the strategy described 
in the proof of Theorem 6. Regardless of the moves of player II, the length 
will be bounded by the minimum length of play with 2k copies adjoined at 
step k for every k. 
The above results concerning the growth of Y have an analog for Yf. 
Again we have 
Y,(n+l)+l=iJn+l)+h/(n+l), 
where i,(n) and /z,(n) are defined analogously to i(n) and h(n) ‘above. Again 
we have 
u;(n)=i/(n+l)-1 and hfb) G Yy(n h 
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Further, 
h,.(n + 1) = (2i#z) + 1) + (2if(?r) + 3) + . . . + (2qn) + 2/z@) - 1) 
=2/9(n) if(n) + h;(n). 
Thus. 
y/xn + 1) + 1 = if@ + 1) + h,(n + 1) d Yf(n) + hf(n)(2if(n) + y;(n)) 
< Y/.(n) + Y,.(n)( YU,(n) + 2 + u;(n)) 
= 2Y’:(n) + 2Yf(?r) d Y;(n) for n32. 
Consequently, ul/(n) 6 YF(n - 1) d T(4, n) d T(2,2n) d g,(2n), where 
T(s, t) = ss’ . t times 
is the tower function. 1 
Remark. A similar problem as in Theorem 7 was considered in [ 131 for 
the Hercules-Hydra game. This game is known to have in the worst case 
an unprovable length, see [13, 141. A surprising thing occurs in the 
Hercules-Hydra game, where player II can force (regardless of the strategy 
of I) an unprovable length of the game. This is in contrast to the above 
results. 
6. THE COMPLEXITY OF COMA AND THE PARITY OFT 
Theorems 2, 3, and 4 have the remarkable property that the foliage of 
the epidemiograph determines the outcome completely. Moreover, the 
winning strategy can be restricted to the foliage of the game graph. At 
other vertices of the game graph, the winner may play at random. In other 
words, the winner attains a measure of robustness and immunization, 
which enables him to overcome the epidemy! 
What happens iffneither preserves nor reverses the parity? It should be 
fairly straightforward to investigate the situation for relatively simple 
functions, such as f(k) = L(k + 1)/2 J on simple digraphs. When f has fixed 
parity the situation is simple: 
THEOREM 8. Let G be any epidemiograph andf: Z+ -+ Z”. The following 
ho1d.y for Coma(f) played on G: 
(i) If f(k) is odd-valued for all k, then pIaver I wins. 
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(ii) Zff(k) is euen-valued for all k, then player I (II) can win if and 
onfy ifg(u) > 0 ( =O), w h ere u is the original head of G and g is the Sprague- 
Grundy function on G. 
For the definition and properties of the Sprague-Grundy function see, 
e.g., Berge [ 1, Chap. 141, Conway [3] or Berlekamp et al. [2]. 
Proof. (i) Observe that after any move of player I the number of non- 
leaf heads is even, and after any move of player II the number of nonleaf 
heads is odd. Thus whatever move player I makes, he cannot help but win! 
(ii) Since the number of copies adjoined at each step is even, the 
Nim-sum of the g-value of the adjoined heads vanishes. Thus, by 
Theorem 1, the outcome depends only on the play of a single copy of G: 
whenever a player moves from a position with Nim-sum 0, he reaches a 
position with Nim-sum #O; and his opponent (the winner) can restore the 
position so as to make the Nim-sum vanish. i 
Remarks. (a) As was pointed out in the proof of Theorem 8, player I 
cannot help but win in games of type (i): the games are totally-if 
trivially-robust. The games of Theorems 2, 3, and 4, in contrast, are 
semirobust in that a winning strategy has to be followed in the foliage. On 
the other hand, games of type (ii) are as sensitive as the classical com- 
binatorial games. In general it seems that the parity of S affects the 
robustness of the strategy. We may speculate that the frequency of the odd 
parity off can be used to measure the complexity of games. We also note 
that epidemiography games are generalizations of the classical games: when 
fis even-valued, epidemiography games behave essentially as the classical 
games, which are the special case of f(k) = 0 for all k. 
(b) Note that the decision problem whether player I can win in 
Coma(f) when f(k) is even-valued or odd-valued for all k is polynomial 
for every epidemiograph. It is also polynomial for a large class of 
epidemiographs when f is parity preserving or parity reversing. These 
results seem to suggest that this decision problem may in fact be 
polynomial for every epidemiograph when f is parity preserving or parity 
reversing. 
(c) This decision problem is polynomial, for example, for 
Nimania( f) on P, when f is parity preserving, reversing, even-valued or 
odd-valued. In the latter case, player I can win by playing at random at all 
times. However, player I will not see his win consummated even if f grows 
only moderately with k, say linearly. For f(k) = k, Theorem 6 shows that 
the length of Nimania on P,, is at least 2512. This game constitutes an 
extreme case of a “pathological game,” where it takes no time to decide 
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who can win and no time to select a winning move, but it takes extremely 
long to realize a win. A pathology of an opposite type is provided by games 
which terminate in a bounded number of moves, say 5 or 6, but where it is 
very hard to decide-or even undecidable-which player can win. Games 
of the latter type have been constructed by Rabin [ 153, Jones [9], and 
Fraenkel and Jones [ST]. 
(d) Epidemiography games can be played nontrivially on certain 
digraphs containing directed cycles and loops. For the case where f(k) is 
even-valued for all k, the generalized Sprague-Grundy function and 
generalized Nim-sums (see, e.g., [S]) are resorted to. 
(e) The above epidemy games are all impartial. It may be of interest 
to investigate epidemiography for partizan games, both acyclic and cyclic. 
(For the concepts of impartial and partizan games see Conway [3] and 
Berlekamp et al. [2]. For cyclic partizan games see, e.g., Li [lo], Conway 
[4], Shaki [16], and Fraenkel and Tassa [7].) 
(f) Investigate epidemiography games, including the above 
suggested generalizations, for mike play, that is, when the player first 
unable to move wins. 
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